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Abstract: - This scientific research focus that the “DRAVIDIANS” shall be considered as ancient populations 
of “INDO CONTINENT” also called “INDOS” or “DRAVDIAN LIONS”. The Dravidians shall be 

considered as having “Gigantic Personality” called “CHALLI KALAI”. They were considered sporting 

especially with LIONS, ELEPHANTS, LEOPARDS, (TIGERS) in the ancient time for proving their 

“Stamina” and their mighty power. 

 
 “In Dravidian culture, “KALAI” (BULL), shall be considered as “Domestic animal” being used for Carting, 

Agricultural purpose and not for challenging our stamina. In Sangam literature the philosophy of word “Yeru 

Thazhuvuthal” shall mean showing the love by “kissing the bull”. ” 

- Author 

Key Words: -  

a) Philosophy of word “Jallikattu”?... 
b) Etymology of word “soldier”?... 

c) Philosophy of Pharaoh?... 

d) Philosophy of Casteism (Ethnic)?... 

e) Philosophy of “Dravidian Day”?... 
f) Philosophy of Kalai, Kalayan?... 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In Ancient India Dravidian population shall be considered living in the entire Asian continent (also 

called as Indos). The Dravidian population considered like a “Single large race” and subsequently have become 

three “Ethnic groups” called as “Pharaohs” during the course of time in the expanding Universe. 
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 The ancient Dravidians shall also be called as “LIONS” due to strong masculine power. Once become 

three Ethnic groups, the Divided Dravidian population shall be considered split in to three distinguished the 

with a “Ethnic Symbol”. 

 

 
 

(i) “LION” shall mean INDO Dravidian 

(ii) “LEOPARD” shall mean INDO- European  

(iii) “ELEPHENT” shall mean INDO-Egyptian 

 

It is focused that in human anthropological science the philosophy of various races, ethnic symbols, flags shall 

be considered descended from the fundamental “INDO Dravidians” 

         … Author 

II. HYPOTHETICAL NARRATIONS 

a) Philosophy of word Jallikattu?... 

Presently in many places in Southern part of Indian and in other Asian Nations “Jallikattu” (Sporting with 

Bull) is considered as Annual event for proving the “masculine power” of male veteran (Ma-Veeran). In fact 

in Dravidian culture “BULL” is considered as “faithful animal” and being loved and offering Honour (Pongal 

to them) for showing our gratitude since ancient time. 

 

Hence it is emphasized that showing the „stamina’ by sporting to Lions, Elephants, Leopards (Tiger) shall be 

considered as “more thrill event” rather than to “BULL”.  

 

It is further hypothesized that in ancient time the Dravidians shall also be called as “CHALLI KALAI” due to 

gigantic personality and masculine power. CHALL… CHALL… CHALL… shall mean “Dravidian music”. 
i) “CHALLI” shall mean “STONE”  

 ii) “KALAI” shall mean “PERSON” (Ma-Veeran) 
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iii) “CHALLI KALAI” shall mean “STONY PERSON” or “DRAVIDIAN”. Further Challi Kalai, Kalayan 

shall mean clever quick mind, with the ability to accomplish a great deal in a short period of time. Further Challi 
Kalai shall be considered as expert in architecture and carving depiction in the stone in ancient time. 

 

In Ancient time Dravidians shall be considered going for walking casually with lions, elephants, leopards just 

like present day going walking with ”Micky” (or) “Meera” pets  

 

“The etymology of word “JALLIKATTU” might be derived from the Ancient Dravidian Language family word 

“CHALLIKALAI” 

- Author 

 

b) Philosophy of Word Solider?... 

 The English word soldier refers to a member of Army and having high stamina. It is hypothesized that 

the philosophy of soldier might be derived from the philosophy of Dravidian word “Challikalai” and latter 
pronounced as “Jallikattu”, just like “Amma” is pronounced as “Mum”. 

 

c) Philosophy of word “Character”?... 

 The English word “Character” refers to strong personal qualities such as the ability to deal with 

difficult or dangerous situations. It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “Character” might be derived from the 

philosophy of “Challikalai” “Muthukalai”. 

 

d) Philosophy of word “Dravidian”?... 

It is hypothesized that in the expanding Universe Dravidian shall be considered as distinguished human rays 

evolved during first sun rise shines on Earth planet. The Dravidians shall also be called as “KALAYAN”. In 

prehistoric Tamil Kalayan shall mean “SUN”, “DRAVIDIAN”. 

 
 

e) Philosophy of word “Kalyanam”?... 

It is hypothesized that the word Kalyanam shall be considered as ancient Dravidian language word means union 

of bridegroom and bride through ceremonial function called marriage.  

 

 
 

 It is focused that Kalai shall mean “Bridegroom”; Annam shall mean “Bride”. In Dravidian language 

the word “THIRU” shall mean to indicate Dravidian family. It is further focused that in ancient Dravidian 

culture Kalai shall has to lift up huge stone block to establish the stamina before getting married into bride. In 

modern Dravidian culture I hope this practice may not be possible, however if it is insisted then nobody will get 

married.  

 

f) Philosophy of word “Kalai selvi”?... 

It is hypothesized that in Dravidian language “KALAI SELVI” shall mean “MOTHER OF DRAVIDIAN”. 

Kalai shall mean Dravidian; Sevli shall mean mighty mother.   
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g) Case study of Bible and Ancient History:  

 Case study shows that hunting lions was a favourity sport of “Asslyrian Kings” (ANEP 184); When 

there were no wild lions they were released from the “Cages”, to afford sport for the king. A strong and 

dexterous man could kill a lion with his “bare hands” (Jgs 14:5;  1S 17: 34     2S 23:20) Saul and Joanathan 

were stronger than Lions (2S  1:23). 

 Further it is focused that Indian “Elephants” were used by the Persians. Alexander was the first 

European ruler to use them in war. The Management of elephant is described for the “Battle” and they were 

distributed among troops.  

 It is further focused that ancient Egyptians paintings show the Leopard skin as a “ceremonial 

garments” of the king. “Yahweh” Himself is like leopard lurking for Isreal (Ho 13:7). A leopard with four 
wings symbolizes one of the World kingdoms (Dn 7:6). 

 

h) Philosophy of Casteism?... 

 It is hypothesized that the global level casteism shall be broadly classified under three fundamental 

“Ethnism” say “Lion” “Leopard”, “Elephant”. 

 
 

Billions of subcastes shall be grouped under three fundamental “CASTE SYSTEM”.  

 

My ancestor Bio-data?... 

1) Nation  - Indian 

2) Caste  - Indo-Dravidian 

3) Father  - Lion Dad (Dummy) 

4) Mother  - Lion Mum (Powerful) 
5) Hobby  - Sporting with Lion, Leopard,Elephant 

- Author 

 

i) Philosophy of Dravidian day?... 

 The Traditional “Thai Pongal” shall be considered as offering Honour to the faithful “BULLOCK” 

during middle January of every year.  
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“BULL is our Faithful Friend and not enemy” 

- Author    

III. CONCLUSION 
It is focused that in human Anthropological science, Chera dynasty, Chola dynasty, Pandyas dynasty shall be 

considered as three distinguished veteran.  

i) Chera shall mean Ruler of “Elephant” 

ii) Chola shall mean Ruler of “Lion” 

iii) Pandya shall mean Ruler of Leopard (Tiger) 

 

 It is suggested that fighting with “BULL” shall not be considered as “Thrilling event” and in fact it is 

considered as “CRUEL ACTION”. Alternatively “Govt. of Tamilnadu” shall enact future laws to encourage 
historically “Jallikattu sport festival” to sport directly with “Lions”, “Leopards”, Elephants” to establish 

their masculine power and suitable “prizes” shall be awarded to the “veterans”. 

 Case study shows that Kevin Richardson considered as mighty person and called as “lion man”. It is 

speculated by the author that Kevin Richardson might be descended from Dravidian origin and shall be called as 

“LION MGR”. 

 

 
 

IV. PREVIOUS PUBLICATION 
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